Biology Hiring Committee-Two in-discipline and one out-of-discipline suggested:
1. Alex Edens (BIO)
2. Jeff Hughey (BIO)
3. Nancy Reyes (Probationary, COU)
4. Janeen Whitmore (NRN)

Business Hiring Committee-Two in-discipline and one out-of-discipline suggested:
1. Cheryl O’Donnell (BUS)
2. Carol Hobson (BUS)
3. Pete Escoto (Probationary, AAT)

Agriculture Hiring Committee-Two in-discipline and one out-of-discipline suggested:
1. Al Graham (AIT)
2. Steven Triano (ABT) (both Al and Steven are in-discipline)
3. Elizabeth Estrella (COU)
4. Cynthia Ainsworth (Probationary, LIB)
5. Violeta Wenger (COU)
6. Elizabeth Cabiles (Probationary, CWE)

Christopher Zepeda (PEAC) has volunteered for all three committees, with this prioritization: Biology #1, Business #2, Agriculture #3.